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We present measurements of the hydrodynamic damping of an atomic force microscopy
cantilever-tip immersed in water and approaching a mica surface or a graphite surface. Water
completely wets the mica surface while it partially wets the graphite surface with a contact angle of
74°. The measurements show that the damping is higher on mica than on graphite giving a slip
length of about 8 nm on this latter surface. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2840717�

The nonslip boundary condition at a solid interface is at
the center of our understanding of fluid mechanics. The fluid
velocity is assumed to be equal to the respective velocity of
the surface. Recent experimental developments, allowing to
manipulate and to control systems at micrometer and na-
nometre scales, have opened the way to severe tests of the
nonslip boundary condition. Several experiments demon-
strate an apparent slip of Newtonian liquids near solid
surfaces.1–11 The variety of methods used indicates that the
observed slip is not an artifact of a single technique, but
opens the debate to explain the wide range of the measured
slip lengths. However, previous studies usually use surfaces
that require special preparation and coating with hydropho-
bic molecules. Here, we study natural surfaces that do not
require any preparation and are atomically flat which elimi-
nates the contribution of the surface roughness to the liquid
flow on the surface. Notice here that in contrast with experi-
ments on coated surfaces that may be degraded during the
measurements, especially in the surface force apparatus2,3

and atomic force microscopy �AFM�,7–11 our surfaces are not
altered since they are not coated. Furthermore, our experi-
ments differ from previous AFM measurements7–12 of the
slip length which are carried out in the static mode, i.e., the
monitored value is the deflection induced by the hydrody-
namic force opposing the tip as it approaches the lower sur-
face at high velocity. In such experiments, the distance be-
tween the surfaces is given by the imposed displacement plus
the tip deflection due to the viscous hydrodynamic force. In
our experiments, we vibrate the tip at very low amplitude
�less than 1 nm� and we measure the amplitude and the
phase as the tip approaches the surface at very low velocity
giving the dissipation coefficient with high accuracy. The
average hydrodynamic force is zero, in our case, and the
distance between the tip and the surface is given directly by
the imposed displacement. Our results show that the hydro-
dynamic force opposing the motion of the tip is lower for the
graphite surface than for the mica surface indicating slip of
water on the graphite surface with a slip length of 8 nm.

The boundary conditions combined with the Navier-
Stokes equation give the Reynolds force acting on the canti-
lever tip as the tip approaches the surface,13
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where R is the tip radius, D is the gap between the tip and the
surface, and �H is the hydrodynamic damping coefficient.

The above formula is valid for tip-surface distances D
smaller than R. The function f�D� characterizes the deviation
from the nonslip boundary condition and b is the liquid slip
length on the surface.

�H is the hydrodynamic damping. When the cantilever is
immersed in a liquid, the total damping of the cantilever
driven acoustically at the resonance frequency is given by
the following expression:14
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where A is the amplitude at a given distance between the tip
and the surface, A0 is the amplitude of the oscillation far
away from the interaction region, � is the phase, Q0 is the
quality factor, and �0 is the bulk viscous damping.

Let us emphasize that for very high quality factors �Q0

→��, we recover the usual expression for the damping co-
efficient: ��tot /�0�=−�A0 /A�sin���.

To measure the hydrodynamic damping close to the sur-
face, we have used a commercial silicon cantilever having a
large tip radius of 600 nm and having a spring constant
kl=0.7 N /m �Team Nanotec GmbH Germany�. The reso-
nance frequency of this cantilever immersed in water is
20.2 kHz, the quality factor Q is 3.6 and the bulk viscous
damping �0= �kl /Q0�0�=1.5�10−6 N m−1 s. The cantilever
is vibrated acoustically in water using our home made
system15 at amplitudes ranging from 2 to 8 Å. The experi-
ments were performed using a commercial AFM �Nano-
Scope III-extended Multimode, Veeco Instruments�. The vi-
bration amplitude and phase are measured using a lock-in
amplifier �Stanford RS830� and the output data are stored
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with a digital oscilloscope TDS 3032 �10000 points/channel
memory�. The data are obtained by varying the tip-sample
separation and recording the vibration amplitude and phase
of the cantilever. In each cycle, the tip is approached at a
velocity of 50 nm /s until the amplitude drops to zero �touch-
ing the surface� and then the tip is retracted at the same
velocity. In our experiment, the thermal drift was about
0.3 Å /s.

Figure 1 shows the measured amplitude and phase as
well as the deflection of the cantilever-tip approaching
graphite and mica surfaces in water. The hydrodynamic
damping reduces the vibration amplitude as the tip moves
toward the surface. Note, however, that this reduction is
more pronounced for mica than for graphite indicating a
smaller hydrodynamic damping coefficient for this latter
surface.

Using Eq. �3�, we convert amplitude and phase data to
get the damping coefficient versus the tip surface separation.

Figure 2 presents the damping coefficient extracted from
the amplitude and phase data. We clearly see that the damp-
ing on the mica surface is higher than on the graphite sur-
face. The data at very small distances �D�5 nm� are not
shown since the simple harmonic oscillator model describing
the cantilever vibration �Eq. �3� does not consider higher
harmonics� breaks down due to the high values of the damp-
ing coefficient. The data corresponding to water flow on
mica are fit using the Reynolds equation with the nonslip
boundary condition which is valid for hydrophilic surfaces as
shown recently with a high accuracy.2,12 From the fit, we get
the coefficient 6��R2 /�0=4.1 which is close the calculated
value 3.8 taking the radius given by the manufacturer. We
have then used this value to fit the damping on the graphite
surface but allowing the liquid to slip by multiplying the
Reynolds formula by the correction slip function13 f*

=1 /4��1+ �6D /4b����1+ �D /4b��ln�1+ �4b /D��−1��. The re-
sult gives a slip length b=8	2 nm. The measured slip
length on the graphite surface is in agreement with the mod-
erate value of the slip length of water flow on partially wet-
ting surfaces obtained by molecular dynamics simulations.16

To conclude, we have presented measurements of the
hydrodynamic damping of an atomic force microscope tip
vibrating in water close to a solid surface. We have investi-
gated two surfaces; one which is completely wet by water
�mica� and a second surface which is partially wet by water
�graphite�. The measurements show that the damping is
higher on mica than on graphite. By fitting our damping data
we have extracted a slip length of 8 nm for water flowing on
graphite while on mica, the slip length turns out to be too
small to be measured �less than 2 nm�.

Helpful discussions with J.-P. Aimé and E. Charlaix are
acknowledged.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The measured phase �a� and amplitude �b� of the
cantilever tip as it approaches the surface. The continuous line at the bottom
represents the dc-deflection signal that allows us to get the contact position
with a resolution of 1 nm.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The damping coefficient extracted from the ampli-
tude data. The solid lines are fits to the data using the expression given in the
text.
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